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Expert Report of Daryl R. DeFord on behalf of the Citizen
Mathematicians and Scientists

December 30, 2021

I Qualifications
I am an Assistant Professor of Data Analytics in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at

Washington State University. I earned A.M. and Ph.D. degrees in Mathematics at Dartmouth College and
also hold a B.S. in Theoretical Mathematics from Washington State University. From 2018-2020 I was
a postdoctoral associate in the Geometric Data Processing Group in the Computer Science and Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and affiliated with the Metric Geometry
and Gerrymandering Group in the Jonathan M. Tisch College of Civic Life at Tufts University with a full-
time focus on computational redistricting research.

My mathematical work focuses on applications of combinatorial and algebraic techniques to the analysis
of social data and particularly includes the study of statistical sampling techniques for political redistricting
problems. This work includes both theoretical design and analysis of algorithms as well as empirical projects
modeling the interactions between districting criteria. My redistricting work has been published in the
Harvard Data Science Review, Political Analysis, Statistics and Public Policy, Journal of Computational
Social Science, Mathematical Association of America’s Math Horizons, Physical Review E, and Society of
Industrial and Applied Mathematics Journal on Applied Algebra and Geometry. I have given dozens of
presentations on computational redistricting and designed an IAP course at MIT on the topic. As a postdoc,
I helped supervise the Voting Rights Data Institute summer program in 2018 and 2019 and in Summer 2021
I supervised a team of research fellows through the University of Washington’s Data Science for Social Good
program applying computational redistricting to initial stages of the map-making process.

During the current redistricting cycle, Dr. Jeanne Clelland, Dr. Beth Malmskog, Dr. Flavia Sancier-
Barbosa, and I provided reports and analysis for the 2021 Colorado Independent Legislative Redistricting
Commission. Our work was cited by the commission in their final report supporting their maps and the
Colorado State Supreme Court cited our work as evidence that the commission complied with the legislative
requirement to optimize for the number of competitive districts. In 2019, I performed computational work
and served as a collaborator on an Amicus brief to the United States Supreme Court for Rucho v. Common
Cause. I have not previously testified as an expert witness or been deposed in any legal proceeding.

A full copy of my CV is included in Appendix A which contains a list of my publications in the last 10
years. For my work on this matter, I am being compensated at a rate of $300 per hour. This compensation
does not depend in any way on the results of my analysis, the conclusions that I draw, or the eventual
outcome of the litigation.
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II Executive Summary
Counsel for the Citizen Mathematicians and Scientists requested that I review and analyze congres-

sional and state legislative maps and accompanying expert materials submitted in this proceeding. This
work involved evaluation of several redistricting criteria identified by counsel, including (but not limited
to) population deviation, compliance with metrics related to the Voting Rights Act, respect for counties,
towns, and wards, district compactness, and contiguity. It also required evaluating how proposed maps
perform on metrics of “least change,” including whether proposed maps are consistent with an approach of
minimizing changes made to conform malapportioned districts to constitutional and statutory requirements.
In connection with the work, I assessed how proposed least-change maps that comply with constitutional
and statutory requirements perform on traditional neutral redistricting criteria.

To facilitate analysis, I identified appropriate and reliable quantitative metrics, which are laid out in
Part IV of this report. Because most of the metrics are not binary, but rather measured on a spectrum
(“continuous-valued”), it is possible to evaluate the relative performance of the proposed maps. Additionally,
where appropriate, quantitative thresholds can be applied to disqualify maps that do not perform ade-
quately on a continuous-valued metric. For example, although population deviation is continuous-valued,
one can apply a quantitative threshold to evaluate whether proposed congressional maps comply with legal
requirements regarding population equality.

II.A Congressional Maps
I reviewed Congressional plans submitted by the Congressman, Governor, and Hunter Plaintiffs, in

addition to the 2011 enacted plan and the plan proposed by the Citizen Mathematicians and Scientists (the
“CMS plan”). In doing so, I applied my understanding of the law applicable to congressional redistricting
in Wisconsin, including: (i) the requirement that plans contain equally populated districts except where
practically impossible to create them; (ii) the requirement that plans comply with the Voting Rights Act
of 1965; (iii) the direction that proposed maps adopt a least-change approach to bringing malapportioned
maps into compliance; and (iv) the importance of traditional neutral districting criteria in distinguishing
between plans that satisfy legal requirements and implement a least-change approach. My complete analysis
of the Congressional plans with respect to these metrics is described in Section V.B and here I summarize
my conclusions.

Among the alternatives to the CMS congressional map that I was instructed to analyze, and applying my
understanding of the law applicable to Wisconsin congressional redistricting, I conclude that the Legislature’s
map performs better than other alternatives to the CMS plan on federal requirements, that the Governor’s
map performs better than other alternatives to the CMS plan on metrics of least change, and that each
party performs better than other alternatives to the CMS plan on at least one criterion that is considered
traditional and neutral when evaluating congressional maps. However, I further conclude that the CMS plan
performs just as well as the Legislature’s map on federal requirements, outperforms or equals the Governor
on some metrics of least change, and performs best on each of the traditional neutral criteria considered
in this report. Accordingly, after reviewing and analyzing alternatives to the CMS plan, I am not able to
identify any that performs as effectively under the applicable framework.

II.B State Legislative Maps
I reviewed the Bewley, BLOC, Governor, Hunter, and Legislature state legislative plans, as well as

the 2011 enacted plans and the CMS state legislative plans. In doing so, I applied my understanding of
the law applicable to state legislative redistricting in Wisconsin, including: (i) the requirement that districts
approximate population equality across districts as closely as possible; (ii) the requirement that plans comply
with the Voting Rights Act of 1965; (iii) the requirement that plans respect county, town, and ward lines
when reapportioning districts; (iv) the requirement that plans create legislative districts “in as compact
form as practicable”; (v) the requirement that districts be contiguous; (vi) the direction that plans adopt a
least-change approach to bringing malapportioned maps into compliance with constitutional and statutory
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requirements; and (vii) the importance of traditional neutral districting criteria in distinguishing between
plans that satisfy legal requirements and implement a least-change approach. My complete analysis of the
state legislative plans is described in Section V.C-D and here I summarize my conclusions.

With respect to Senate districts, and among alternatives to the CMS plan, there is significant variance
in performance across metrics related to constitutional and statutory requirements, and on metrics of least
change. Having analyzed the performance of each Senate plan across metrics related to constitutional and
statutory requirements, I conclude that the plans fall short of the CMS Senate map, which makes necessary
modifications to district boundaries to achieve lower population deviation, fewer county splits, and better
mean Reock scores than any other Senate proposal, while also performing as well as other plans on metrics
related to VRA compliance and the preservation of wards, and performing better than nearly all maps on
several important measures of compactness, including mean Polsby-Popper, mean Convex Hull, and cut
edges.

With respect to Assembly districts, my conclusions are similar, a logical result given that the Senate
districts are composed of nested Assembly districts. In the context of Assembly districts, and among alterna-
tives to the CMS plan (and only among those alternatives), I again find considerable variance in performance
across metrics related to constitutional and statutory requirements, and on metrics of least change. Based on
my analysis of each Assembly plan across metrics related to those constitutional and statutory requirements,
I conclude that the plans again fall short of the CMS map, which makes necessary modifications to district
boundaries to achieve the lowest population deviation, the fewest county splits, and the second best score
on critical measures of compactness, including mean Reock, mean Polsby-Popper, mean Convex Hull, and
cut edges. The CMS plan accomplishes all of that without splitting a single ward, and while performing
effectively on metrics related to VRA compliance.

III Assignment
Counsel for a group of Wisconsin voters (“Citizen Mathematicians and Scientists” or “CMS”) asked me

to evaluate proposed maps and supporting expert reports submitted to the Wisconsin Supreme Court (the
“Court”) on December 15, 2021.

More specifically, counsel asked that I evaluate congressional maps submitted by three parties, including
Congressmen Glen Grothman, Mike Gallagher, Bryan Steil, Tom Tiffany, and Scott Fitzgerald (together,
the “Congressmen”),1 Governor Tony Evers (the “Governor”), and individual plaintiffs Lisa Hunter, Jacob
Zabel, Jennifer Oh, John Persa, Geraldine Schertz, and Kathleen Qualheim (together, “Hunter” or “Hunter
plaintiffs”).

Counsel also asked that I evaluate state legislative maps submitted by five parties: the Wisconsin
Legislature (the “Legislature”), the Governor, Senate Minority Leader Janet Bewley (“Bewley”), Black Leaders
Organizing for Communities, Voces de la Frontera, League of Women Voters of Wisconsin, Cindy Fallona,
Lauren Stephenson, and Rebecca Alwin (together, “BLOC” or “BLOC plaintiffs”), and the Hunter plaintiffs.

I also compared these maps with the congressional and state legislative maps submitted by the Citizen
Mathematicians and Scientists. As several of the reports and briefs make comparisons with the 2011 enacted
plan, I also provide summary metrics for those maps.

For each of the proposed maps, I was asked to evaluate the following:

• How the proposed maps perform on redistricting criteria that are mandated by law, such as equal
population, compliance with the Voting Rights Act, and—in the case of state legislative plans—respect
for counties, towns, and wards, district compactness, and district contiguity.

1The Congressmen propose that the Court adopt a congressional map passed by the Legislature.
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• How the proposed maps perform on various metrics of “least change” and effectuate the Court’s direction
that parties minimize changes made to conform the currently malapportioned maps to constitutional
and statutory requirements.

• How proposed least-change maps that comply with constitutional and statutory requirements perform
on various traditional neutral redistricting criteria.

To carry out this task, I measured the properties of each redistricting proposal, and the existing malap-
portioned maps, according to several different metrics. My conclusions are summarized in Part II of this
report. The measures, metrics, methodologies, and data that I use are defined in Part IV of this report.
My more granular analysis of the parties’ congressional plans is set out in Part V.B of this report. And my
analysis of the parties’ state legislative plans is set out in Part V.C-D of this report.

In addition to measuring the properties of each redistricting proposal, I also evaluate the claims made
in expert reports or affidavits submitted with the proposals. These include the expert reports or affidavits
submitted by Dr. Loren Collingwood, Dr. David T. Canon, Dr. Kenneth R. Mayer, Tom Schreibel, Dr.
Jeanne Clelland, Dr. Stephen Ansolabehere, Dr. Brian Amos, Dr. James G. Gimpel, Dr John Alford, and
Thomas M. Bryan.

In measuring the properties of each redistricting proposal and evaluating claims made in expert reports
or affidavits accompanying them, I relied on the briefs, maps, and reports submitted to the Court on
December 15, 2021. I also relied on additional materials that the litigants produced to each other after making
their December 15, 2021 submissions. Finally, I relied on data obtained from the Wisconsin Legislative
Technology Services Bureau (LTSB) and the U.S. Census Bureau. Further description of this data, and a
complete list of all materials that I considered in connection with the preparation of this Report, is provided
in Appendix B, attached to this report.

IV Redistricting Criteria and Metrics
In order to evaluate the proposed Congressional and state legislative maps submitted in this proceeding,

I analyzed performance on several redistricting criteria identified by counsel, including (but not limited to)
population deviation, compliance with metrics related to the Voting Rights Act, respect for counties, towns,
and wards, district compactness, and contiguity. In this section, I set out the quantitative metrics, used to
conduct my analysis.

In reviewing the metrics, it is important to remember that the relationship between them can be com-
plex, and attempting to improve performance on one of those criterion often involves diminishing performance
on another. Throughout this report, I highlight instances where criteria are in tension and how that affects
my analysis of the proposed plans.

IV.A Population Deviation
The Court’s November 30, 2021 order (“Order”) reflects the importance of population deviation. See

also Bryan Report ¶ 25. It instructs that congressional districts should be zero-balanced, Order ¶ 25, and
that for legislative district populations “there should be as close an approximation to exactness as possible.”
Order ¶28. To assess compliance with these population deviation requirements, I employ an optimization
perspective where plans with smaller top-to-bottom deviations are regarded more favorably. This value,
obtained by subtracting the smallest district population from the largest is known as the ‘maximum deviation’
and is a common measure of the overall population balance of a map.
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The guiding legislative and judicial text governing population deviation is usually formulated as an
optimization constraint where plans with smaller top-to-bottom deviations are regarded more favorably. This
value, obtained by subtracting the smallest district population from the largest is known as the ‘maximum
deviation’ and is a common measure of the overall population balance of a map. For Congressional districts
the requirement to minimize this value is frequently referred to as ‘zero-balancing’, in that there should be
a maximum of one person deviation between the largest and smallest district populations. This is different
than deviation in either direction from the ideal value by one person, which is a distinction which matters
for two of the proposed maps discussed in Section V.B.1 below.

For state legislative districts there is not a tradition of strict zero–balancing between the districts but
previous maps implemented in Wisconsin have had deviations of less than 2%. Several of the reports appeal
to nationally applied 10% or 2% standards for Assembly and Senate districts but as the evaluated proposals
demonstrate, it is possible to do significantly better than these bounds, without compromising other legal
or traditional principles.

IV.B Voting Rights Act of 1965
The Voting Rights Act of 1965 (VRA) imposes an additional federal requirement on redistricting plans,

requiring in Section 2 that lines cannot be drawn to deny racial, ethnic, or language minority voters the
opportunity to “to participate in the political process and to elect representatives of their choice.” Discussion
around this constraint frequently focuses on the construction and existence of ‘opportunity districts’ that
allow groups the ability to elect candidates of their choice. Compliance with the Supreme Court precedent
also requires that lines not be drawn with race as the predominant factor but analysis of opportunity
districts does not require evidence of intent, only of impact. This means that districts that were previously
well-tuned to satisfy VRA concerns could fail to perform effectively in the next redistricting cycle due to
shifts in population or voting preferences between groups.

Litigation over VRA violations centers on three Gingles factors, originally derived from the Supreme
Court’s 1986 ruling in Thornburg v. Gingles and further extended through a significant body of case law.
These factors require a demonstration that:

1. it is possible to create a compact majority-minority district of voters belonging to a racial, ethnic, or
language minority within the state,

2. members of the identified community tend to vote as a block for the same type of candidates,

3. and that the remainder of the community tends to vote as a block for a different type of candidates.

The combined existence of the conditions described in the final two criteria is known as racially polarized
voting and requires the application of statistical inference to determine likely voting behaviors by group.
The collection of techniques that are commonly used for this analysis are known as ecological regression and
inference, which attempt to estimate the voting propensities for minority groups by analyzing precinct or
ward level returns, together with demographic information about the units.

While the Gingles factors are used in court to analyze whether Section 2 of the VRA has been violated
by an enacted map, VRA analysis at the line drawing stage does not necessarily require the construction
of districts that meet certain thresholds of minority population as in Gingles 1. Instead, there is a focus
on whether specific districts are likely to offer an effective opportunity for minority groups to elect their
preferred candidates, using historical election data and the same types of statistical methods for evaluating
vote polarization between groups. This is becoming increasingly relevant when considering ‘coalition districts’
or districts drawn that would not have a majority of a single minority group but that might allow multiple
groups to band together to elect similarly preferred candidates.
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In Wisconsin over the previous decade there is significant evidence of polarized voting between Black
and non-Black voters, as computed as a proportion of the voting age population, as well as evidence to a
lesser degree of polarization with respect to Hispanic voters. As both of these groups vote predominantly for
Democratic candidates in general statewide elections, it is helpful to look at Democratic primary elections to
determine voting block behavior and the likelihood of success of preferred candidates for these groups. Specif-
ically, the 2018 Democratic primaries for Governor and Lieutenant Governor, and votes for the candidates
Mahlon Mitchell who lost and Mandela Barnes who won.

Based on this analysis, and similar analysis described by Professor Moon Duchin, See Duchin Report
at 8, I consider a district as effective for Black voters if it satisfies the following conditions:

• A significant proportion of the citizen voting age population is Black,

• with respect to historical voting data the district would have favored the Black candidate of choice in
general elections, and

• Mahlon Mitchell winning the district and Mandela Barnes receiving a strong (80%+) majority with
respect to the 2018 Democratic primary election data.

Note that with respect to the first criteria there is not a requirement that districts be drawn with a
majority of minority voters in order for a district to be considered effective for that group. The Legislature’s
expert makes this point clearly in paragraphs 24-26 and footnote 9 discussing Cooper v. Harris. Approaches
that only seek to maximize percentages of demographic groups beyond specific thresholds are not neces-
sarily directly responsive to the VRA but in the maps analyzed here, each claimed district also passes the
effectiveness test described above.

IV.C Boundary Preservation
Although it is “secondary” to population deviation, Order ¶ 34, I am informed that the Wisconsin

Constitution requires that parties engaged in state legislative redistricting maximize protection for county,
town, and ward lines. I am also informed that Wisconsin courts look at whether parties have minimized the
degree to which district lines “split” county, town, and ward lines when evaluating congressional maps. To
evaluate how the proposed plans perform on this criteria, I analyze the frequency with which the proposed
maps traverse county, municipality, and ward lines.2

I begin with counties because these primary units of Wisconsin political geography. See Citizen Mathe-
maticians and Scientists’ Dec. 15 Brief at 19-22. In evaluating how proposed maps perform on this criterion,
it is important to remember that parties cannot construct population balanced districts that preserve all
county boundaries. Moreover, there are several measures that provide valuable information about party per-
formance on this criterion. First, it is possible to measure the number of counties that are split by district
lines, demonstrating at a fundamental level the number of counties that are divided. Second, it is possible
to measure the number of times that counties are divided by district lines, which ensures that parties are
evaluated not only on the number of counties that they split, but also on the number of county pieces that
they create.

Finally, particularly for state legislative districts, some counties must be split multiple times because
the population of the county is larger than the ideal population size of a district. Counting these splits
against proposals can overestimate the count of splits that were due to the discretion of the line drawer, or
created as a tradeoff required to satisfy other priorities, rather than those forced to exist in all population
balanced maps. Thus, I will also report results for the number of splits and pieces above those necessary to
comply with population equality, a measure I call Pop Split [Unit]. To obtain this value I compute the ratio
of the county population to the ideal district population and then round up to the next integer.

2Towns are one component of municipalities, which also include cities and villages. Although the Wisconsin constitution
does not appear to address cities and villages, I report them because they are indistinguishably grouped together in the LTSB
data product.
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This evaluation of the number of times a county must be split to adhere to population balance require-
ments also demonstrates a potential source of rigidity in balancing the redistricting constraints. Consider an
example of a county like Outagamie whose population was equal to 2.97 Assembly districts in 2010 but has
grown to represent 3.2 Assembly districts in 2020. While it would have been possible to have three districts
completely contained in Outagamie in the 2011 map, it must be split into at least four parts in a population
balanced 2020 map, regardless of least change considerations. A similar scenario is true in La Crosse county,
which goes from needing to touch two districts, which is realized in the enacted plan, to having a population
slightly larger than two Assembly districts, particularly given the small amount of population deviation that
exists in the proposed plans.

Next, I report results for splits of municipalities. Here, I again report (i) the total number of splits, (ii)
the total number of pieces, (iii) the total number of splits not necessitated by the requirement of population
equality, and (iv) the total number of pieces greater than those necessitated by the requirement of population
equality. Finally, I report on preservation of ward boundaries. Here, I confine my analysis to splits, pieces,
and the number of wards that are subdivided multiple times. This approach is appropriate because wards as
significantly smaller units than counties and municipalities and are all significantly smaller than congressional,
senate, and assembly districts.

IV.D Compactness
I am instructed that the Wisconsin Constitution requires that plans create legislative districts “in as

compact form as practicable,” Wisc. Const. art. IV, § 4, and that Wisconsin courts have historically treated
compactness as a traditional redistricting principle when considering Congressional boundaries. Compact-
ness is a measure of geographic or geometric regularity of a district or districting plan, although it is rarely
specifically specified in legislation governing redistricting. In this report, I apply several measures of com-
pactness, computed using Python libraries in the epsg:32616 projection [geocompactness, gerrychain]. Three
of them—Polsby-Popper,3 Reock, and cut edges—are elaborated in the report submitted by Professor Moon
Duchin. See Duchin Report at 9-10. The fourth, called the convex hull ratio, measures what proportion of
the area of the smallest convex shape containing the district is filled by the district.

In evaluating how the proposed plans perform on compactness, I attempt to account for constraints on
the ability to improve compactness. For example, measures that depend on the perimeter are determined
by the properties of the discrete units, so a map built out of larger structures, like wards instead of blocks,
has less flexibility to tune the districts to be compact under these measures. Moreover, since these measures
are defined for individual districts, they have to be combined or averaged in some fashion to obtain a score
for the whole plan. Consistent with the expert reports filed in this case, I will report mean values for these
metrics across all districts in each plan.

There are also measures that apply to the plan as a whole. All continuous measures suffer from some
potential distortions due to map projections and other geographic issues [Bar-Natan–Najt–Schutzmann 2020,
Solomon and Barnes 2021], so recently some mathematicians have proposed using discrete measures to
support compactness claims [Duchin and Tenner 2018]. A common choice for this is the number of cut
edges, which represents the count of the number of adjacent units like wards or blocks that are not placed
in the same district, which can be viewed as a discrete version of perimeter.

IV.E Contiguity
Contiguity is the principle that states that districts should be connected, usually in the sense that they

could be traversed from point to point without needing to leave the district. To evaluate the proposed plans
in this proceeding, I apply the definition of contiguity set out in the Duchin Report and my understanding
of how Wisconsin courts have previously interpreted contiguity. See Duchin Report at 9. Based on that

3The Legislature’s report also measures the Schwartzberg score, which can be derived as the reciprocal of the squareroot of
the Polsby-Popper score and hence does not provide any additional ranking information [Duchin and Tenner 2018].
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measure, all plans contain contiguous districts. As a result, I do not report on this metric in my analysis
below.

IV.F Nesting
Wisconsin also has a requirement that each Senate district be formed by merging the units associated

to three contiguous Assembly districts, as “no assembly district shall be divided in the formation of a senate
district.” Wis. Const. art. IV, § 5; Order ¶ 37. Each of the proposed plans satisfies this requirement. As a
result, I do not report on this metric in my analysis below.

IV.G Least Change
As the Duchin Report notes, the Court’s November 30 order specifies that parties should “make only

necessary modifications to accord with the legal requirements” and avoid “treading further than necessary to
remedy [the existing maps’] currently legal deficiencies.” To evaluate how the proposed plans perform on this
least change principle, I apply metrics elaborated in the Duchin Report, including measures of core people
retention, core area retention, buffer distance, county overlap, and district overlap. See Duchin Report at
10. I also apply another discrete approach to measuring least change, considering whether adjacent census
blocks are placed in the same or different districts in the enacted plan and whether that configuration is
preserved in the proposed plan. This is similar to the cut edges measure defined for compactness above. I
calculated this on the block-level dual graph for all plans, so the baselines are given by the number of edges
of each type reported for the enacted plan.

IV.H Traditional Districting Criteria
In the November 30 Order, the concurring opinion specifically mentions the preservation of communities

of interest and minimizing the number of individuals who must wait six years between voting for a state
senator as examples of ‘traditional districting criteria’ that might be considered to distinguish between
otherwise lawful maps determined to have been drawn with a least-change approach.4

IV.H.1 Communities of Interest

The preservation of communities of interest is a traditional districting principle. In reviewing the
Bewley, BLOC, Congressman, Governor, Hunter, Legislature, and Johnson plans, briefs, and expert reports
submitted on December 15, I did not identify any significant quantitative analysis of efforts to preserve
communities of interest. The parties do offer some examples of communities of interest they assert have
been preserved in their plans. See, e.g., Congressman’s Br. at 12-18; Hunter Br. at 16-17. While I offer no
analysis of these examples, some parties also draw on the reduction of county, municipal, and/or ward splits
as evidence that their plans protect communities of interest. See, e.g., Hunter Br. at 16-17. As discussed
below, in Parts V.B.4, V.C.3, and V.D.2, the CMS plans perform very well on these measures.

IV.H.2 Delayed Voting in Senate Elections

While statewide elections occur in Wisconsin in each even year, only half of the State Senate districts
hold elections at a time, as the Senate terms are for four years. The cycle of each district is determined
by whether it is odd or even. Thus, any individuals that are moved from an odd-numbered district to
an even-numbered district as a result of redistricting face a six-year gap between being able to vote for a
State Senator. Minimizing the number of people placed into this situation has been used to evaluate Senate
districts in past cycles. In evaluating how plans perform on this metric, I offer two computations. First, I
measure what proportion of the population is currently in an odd-numbered district but would be moved
to an even-numbered district under each proposal. Second, I measure the absolute number of people moved
from an odd-numbered district to an even-numbered district under each proposal.

4As mentioned above, criteria like compactness and political boundary preservation that are required for constructing
Assembly districts are also frequently referred to as traditional districting criteria when analyzing Congressional maps.
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V Analysis and Methodology
This section describes the results of the analysis that was used to inform the executive summary above.

V.A Data
V.A.1 Methodology

The data used in this report is described in Appendix B. The starting point for my quantitative analysis
was the LTSB block-level shapefile, which contained population values and subcategories derived from the
census data release. Block equivalence files were used to associate each party’s plan with the census block
units, with one exception. Because the Bewley maps had some values labelled with sub-block assignments,
I used the MAUP package to assign the district boundary level shapefiles to the blocks. This accounts for
some small deviations in measurements obtained, as compared to those in the Bewley intervenors’ expert
report, particularly with respect to ward splits. In the tables below I include the values from their report
parenthetically where there are significant discrepancies, particularly with respect to ward splits. In the
discussion of the maps I use the most beneficial values to the Bewley plan for each metric.

For the vote total computations necessary to evaluate district performance for VRA analysis I used the
ward level geographic data provided by the LTSB, and supplemented it with additional data provided by
counsel for the Citizen Mathematicians and Scientists. To analyze plans not drawn on wards, I associated
votes with blocks by using the MAUP package to prorate vote totals from the ward level (using the voting
age populations). As there are several wards with no population, but some votes recorded, this leads to
some small discrepancies in vote totals. However, aggregated back to the district level, this appears to have
minimal impact on the final results.

V.A.2 Changes in Wisconsin Demography

In evaluating how the proposed maps perform on various metrics, it is important to remember why the
existing map must be adjusted. During the past decade, the population of Wisconsin has grown by 3.6%.
However, that population growth is not equally distributed across the state. For example, Dane County
grew by over 15%, but nearly 30% (21/72) of counties have lost population since 2010. The last decade has
also seen other shifts in demography and in the boundaries of political subdivisions. Changes in the relative
density of minority groups throughout the state have not been uniform and several town and city boundaries
have been modified since the 2011 maps were enacted. See Citizen Mathematicians and Scientists Brief at 5.
These shifts can affect the line-drawing process and performance on various redistricting requirements and
criteria.

V.B Congressional Maps
In this section I analyze the three proposed alternatives to the CMS congressional map, based on the

metrics and principles described above. In all tables, I italicize those metrics for which a lower score is better,
and leave unitalicized those metrics for which a higher score is better.

V.B.1 Population Deviation

As discussed above, Congressional district populations should be zero-balanced. Thus, in an optimal
plan, I expect the difference between the largest district population and the smallest district population to
be exactly one person.

In Table 1,5 I report population deviation for the proposed plans and the plan enacted in 2011. The
Table demonstrates three important points. First, the enacted plan is significantly malapportioned. This
underscores the magnitude of reapportionment required. Second, the Legislature and CMS reduce the range

5Here and throughout, if a criterion must be considered under applicable law (as I understand it) then I highlight the best
performing map on metrics evaluating that criterion in green.
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of population deviation to 1. Third, the Governor and Hunter plans do not achieve that range of population
deviation, because neither reduces the difference between the most and least populous districts to a single
person. In this respect, the table demonstrates that it is important to compare the size of proposed districts
when calculating the range of population deviation, rather than comparing districts to the rounded ideal
population, see Governor’s Brief at 12, or evaluating population based on a plus or minus calculation,
see Hunter Brief at 15. Ultimately the key takeaway is that the Legislature and CMS plans achieve the
mathematically optimal population deviation, and the Governor and Hunter plans do not.

Plan Name CMS GOV HUNTER SB622 WI-ENACTED
Maximum Deviation 0 1 1 0 52,681
Minimum Deviation -1 -1 -1 -1 -41,320

Min to Max 1 2 2 1 94,001

Table 1: Population deviations for proposed Congressional maps.

V.B.2 Voting Rights Act

The parties broadly agree on the impact of the VRA on the Congressional map, with each plan sup-
porting a single minority opportunity district that is majority non-White as shown in Table 2.

Plan Name CMS GOV HUNTER SB622 WI-ENACTED
Minority Opportunity 1 1 1 1 1

Table 2: VRA summary of proposed Congressional districts

V.B.3 Least Change

In Table 3, I report several metrics of least change. First, core population and population percent
(together “core population retention”) reflect the number of people that are moved to a new district in the
proposed plan. Second, core area moved and area percent (together “core area retention”) reflect the amount
of area that is moved to a new district in the proposed plan. Third, county and district overlap reflect
whether at least one county and populated unit (respectively) are preserved between identically numbered
districts in the enacted and proposed map. Fourth, preserved internal edges reflects the number of adjacent
census blocks that are preserved between identically numbered districts. Fifth, buffer distance reflects the
amount of buffering that must be done in order to contain all of an enacted district in the new map. These
metrics represent just a few of the metrics that can be used to evaluate whether a map comports with the
least change approach established in the Court’s November 30 Order.

Core population retention and core area retention are familiar metrics that provide a rough proxy for
the magnitude of changes made to the enacted map. As Professor Duchin explained in her initial report, the
county and district overlap figures are grounded in the Court’s November 30 opinion and, more specifically,
the concurring opinion. Preserved internal edges is a more discrete computation of change. The preserved
internal edges calculation accounts for the number of census block adjacencies (i.e. a discrete unit of area)
that are preserved in the new plan, reflecting a local measurement of the nearest pairs of residents that can
be separated in a districting plan.

Given the magnitude of malapportionment that must be remedied, I expect that all parties will need to
make material adjustments to the enacted map. I am not aware of any quantitative threshold that should
be applied in evaluating how parties perform on these continuous-valued metrics of least change. Table 3
illustrates that all parties perform well on at least some metrics, and that there is variance in how well most
parties perform. For example, the Legislature moves the second-least number of people, but the most area.
The Governor performs best on both core people retention and core area retention, but does not perform
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best on preserved internal edges, on which the Hunter map performs best. This illustrates that various
approaches to making minimal changes to the starting plan may lead measurably different outcomes. All
parties score perfectly on both county and district overlap. I do not claim that these metrics exhaust the
mechanisms for evaluating whether a map comports with the least change approach.

Plan Name CMS GOV HUNTER SB622
Core Population Moved 500785 324415 411777 384456

Population Percent Moved 8.5 5.5 7.0 6.5
Area Percent Moved 3.0 1.5 3.4 9.1

Average Buffer Distance 5.1 4.8 9.6 11.5
County Overlap 8 8 8 8
District Overlap 8 8 8 8

Preserved Internal Edges 487096 487087 487245 486746

Table 3: Least change metrics for proposed Congressional maps

V.B.4 Political Boundaries

In Table 4, I report metrics that demonstrate the degree to which parties preserve political boundaries,
including counties, municipalities,6 and wards. The measurement of municipality splits presented here agrees
with the approach taken by Professor Duchin in her report. I understand these metrics to be appropriate
considerations in selecting between plans that comply with federal legal requirements and comport with the
least change approach.

Given the size of Congressional districts, and the challenges of zero-balancing, I expect that all plans
will split some number of wards and counties. Specifically based on my experience analyzing Congressional
redistricting maps, I would expect that in a strong map the number of county splits would be approximately
on the order of the number of districts or smaller. And I expect the number of municipal splits to be larger
than the number of county splits, because municipal boundaries do not align directly with county boundaries,
because municipalities are more numerous than counties, and because I understand that prioritizing the
preservation of county lines is consistent with the Wisconsin constitution and historical practice.

I am not aware of any quantitative threshold that should be applied in evaluating how parties perform
on continuous-valued metrics of boundary preservation. Among alternatives to the CMS plan, the Hunter
plaintiffs perform best on wards and municipalities, while performing nearly as well as the Legislature on
county splits and just as well on county pieces. However, Table 4 illustrates that the CMS maps are
comfortably best on all metrics, splitting many fewer wards, fewer counties, and fewer municipalities than
the second best map, while also creating the fewest pieces.

Each plan splits at least one county that is not split in the others. For example, the CMS map is the
only proposal that splits Iowa county. The counties not split by the CMS map but divided by the other
proposals are Jackson, Juneau, Monroe, Sauk, Walworth, and Winnebago for the Governor’s map; Monroe,
Sauk, Shawano, Winnebago, and Winnebago for the Hunter map; and Columbia, Dunn, Portage, Sauk,
Walworth, and Waukesha for the Legislature’s map.

Similarly, with respect to municpalities, the five largest split by each plan that is not split in the
CMS plan are West Allis, Tomah, East Troy, Lomira, and Eagle Point in the Governor’s plan; Wauwatosa,

6My measure of municipalities includes both unincorporated towns and incorporated cities and villages. In the state legislative
context, I understand that respect for certain municipalities (incorporated cities and villages) is not required under the Wisconsin
Constitution. However, I also understand that Wisconsin courts have (historically) evaluated the number of cities and villages,
as well as the number of towns, that are split. As a result, I included cities and villages in my analysis of the congressional and
legislative maps.
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Waupun, Tomah, East Troy, and Columbus in the Hunter Plan; and Waukesha, Eau Claire, Wauwatosa,
New Berlin, and Menomonee Falls in the Legislature’s plan.

Plan Name CMS GOV HUNTER SB622 WI-ENACTED
Split Wards 8 32 18 48 0

Split Counties 7 12 11 10 12
County Pieces 15 25 22 22 27

Pop Split Counties 7 12 10 10 12
Pop Split County Pieces 7 12 10 11 14

Split Munis 13 30 20 24 35
Muni Pieces 27 60 40 48 70

Pop Split Munis 13 30 20 24 35
Pop Split Muni Pieces 14 30 20 24 35

Table 4: Political boundary preservation in proposed Congressional maps.

V.B.5 Compactness

In Table 5, I report metrics that demonstrate the degree to which parties achieve compactness in their
Congressional districts. As with respect to political boundaries, I understand these metrics to be appropriate
considerations in selecting between plans that comply with federal legal requirements and comport with the
least change approach.

As with several prior metrics, I am not aware of any quantitative threshold that should be applied in
evaluating how parties perform on these continuous-valued metrics. However, I understand that in the state
legislative context, compactness should be maximized to the extent practicable, and that for Congressional
districts this is often viewed as a traditional districting criterion.

Among alternatives to the CMS plan, the Legislature’s plan appears to perform better than the Governor
or Hunter plans, achieving a higher mean Polsby-Popper Score, a higher mean convex hull score, and a better
cut edges score.7

However, on metrics of compactness, the Legislature’s plan does not outperform the CMS plan. As
Table 5 illustrates, the CMS plan performs best in all mean categories except for convex hull, where it
performs just .003 points behind the Legislature. In my view, it is particularly noteworthy that the CMS
plan performs best on the cut edges metric, as that metric controls for natural features, like the Wisconsin
coastline

Plan Name CMS GOV HUNTER SB622 WI-ENACTED
Min Polsby-Popper 0.126 0.127 0.125 0.125 0.118

Mean Polsby-Popper 0.305 0.243 0.272 0.280 0.209
Min Reock 0.360 0.334 0.286 0.334 0.302

Mean Reock 0.464 0.458 0.425 0.456 0.440
Min Convex Hull Ratio 0.638 0.592 0.590 0.679 0.588

Mean Convex Hull Ratio 0.776 0.758 0.733 0.779 0.741
Cut Edges 3228 3774 3661 3410 4293

Table 5: Compactness performance of Congressional district proposals

7Unlike other metrics of compactness, cut edges is a plan-wide rather than district-specific score. With respect to cut edges,
a lower figure demonstrates greater compactness.
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V.B.6 Congressional Summary

Among the alternatives to the CMS congressional map that I was instructed to analyze, and applying my
understanding of the law applicable to Wisconsin congressional redistricting, I conclude that the Legislature’s
map performs better than other alternatives to the CMS plan on federal requirements, that the Governor’s
map performs better than other alternatives to the CMS plan on metrics of least change, and that each
party performs better than other alternatives to the CMS plan on at least one criterion that is considered
traditional and neutral when evaluating congressional maps. However, I further conclude that the CMS
performs just as well as the Legislature’s map on federal requirements, outperforms or equals the Governor
on some metrics of least change, and performs best on each of the traditional neutral criteria considered
in this report. Accordingly, after reviewing and analyzing alternatives to the CMS plan, I am not able to
identify any that performs as effectively under the applicable framework.

V.C State Senate
Next, I turn to analyzing the five proposed alternatives to the CMS Senate map, based on the metrics

and principles described in Part IV of my report.

V.C.1 Population Deviation

The Court’s November 30 order instructs that, for legislative district populations, “there should be as
close an approximation to exactness as possible.” Order ¶ 33. Although the Court did not identify a specific
quantitative threshold, I expect that in preparing proposed plans parties will seek to minimize top to bottom
deviations from the ideal district size.

In Table 6 I report the population deviation values for the proposed and current plans. The Table
illustrates three important points. First, as with Congressional districts, the malapportionment of the
current plan is easy to observe and underscores the magnitude of reapportionment required. Second, it is
possible to drive population deviation down well below the top-to-bottom deviations in the Bewley, BLOC,
Governor’s, and Hunter plans. Third, the CMS plan performs better than all alternative plans on each
measure of deviation. In this respect, the CMS proposal stands out. While the Legislature’s population
deviation figures may be “remarkable” [Legislature’s Br. at 8] and “exceptionally good” see Bryan Report ¶
¶ 45, 49, the CMS plan performs better on this critical criterion.

Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621 WI-ENACTED
Maximum Deviation 1281 802 428 1112 845 520 22874

Maximum Deviation (%) 0.718 0.449 0.24 0.623 0.473 0.291 12.808
Minimum Deviation –1590 -917 -467 -1026 -853 -506 -16529

Minimum Deviation (%) –0.89 -0.513 -0.261 -0.574 -0.477 -0.283 -9.255
Min to Max 2871 1719 895 2138 1698 1026 39403

Min to Max (%) 1.608 0.962 0.501 1.197 0.951 0.574 22.062

Table 6: Population deviations for proposed Senate maps

V.C.2 Voting Rights Act

As with the Congressional plans, there is broad agreement between the briefs, reports, and proposals
on the feasibility and desirability of having two minority opportunity districts at the State Senate level.
There is a small amount of variance between the plans in terms of whether they construct Black voting-age
population (“BVAP”)-majority districts or are content with effective districts and analyzing non-White or
majority-minority districts as described in the Governor and Hunter briefs respectively.
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Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621 WI-ENACTED
BVAP Opportunity 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Table 7: VRA performance of proposed Senate maps

V.C.3 Political Boundaries

While minimizing population deviation is the first and most critical concern in redistricting, I am in-
structed that the Wisconsin Constitution requires respect for counties, towns, and wards when reapportioning
legislative districts. See Wis. Const. art. IV, §4.8 As a result, I consider this criterion before evaluating
how the plans perform on metrics of least change.

In evaluating whether plans effectively protect political boundaries, I am cognizant of the tension
between preserving counties, on the one hand, and equalizing population, on the other. That tension is
exacerbated in the legislative context, because Senate and Assembly districts are smaller than congressional
districts and therefore less suited to the preservation of county units with considerable population. As a
result of these issues, I expect that parties able to drive population deviation closer to exactness will perform
worse on metrics that concern respect for counties.9 Because wards are a smaller unit, with less population,
I anticipate diminished need to split wards in pursuit of population balance.

In Table 8, I report metrics that demonstrate the degree to which parties preserve political boundaries,
including counties, municipalities, and wards. I am not aware of any quantitative threshold that should be
applied in evaluating how parties perform on continuous-valued metrics of preservation. However, consistent
with the requirement that plans respect counties, towns, and wards, I conclude that parties perform better on
metrics of preservation when they minimize the number of splits. And Table 8 illustrates a very important
point: that it is possible to navigate the tension between population balancing and respect for political
boundaries.

In this respect, this analysis upends my expectation that parties performing best on population deviation
will perform worse on metrics of preservation. Among alternatives to the CMS plan, the Legislature’s map
performed better on population deviation and performs better on metrics of preservation, preserving at least
as many counties and wards, and more municipalities than other alternatives to the CMS map. As Table
8 makes clear, the BLOC, Governor, and Hunter plans split a considerable number of wards, while the
Legislature’s and Bewley plans split none. In addition to splitting a significant number of wards, the BLOC,
Governor, and Hunter plans also split wards into a significant number of pieces. A similar dynamic plays out
with respect to municipalities, where the Legislature’s plan beats the other plans by a significant margin.

Although the Legislature’s plan outperforms the Bewley, BLOC, Governor, and Hunter plans, it does
not outperform the CMS plan. Although the CMS plan performs best on each metric of population deviation,
and one might expect performance on preservation to suffer by consequence, the CMS plan is comfortably
best on the preservation of counties, splitting 14 fewer units into 29 fewer pieces than the Legislature’s plan.
The CMS plan also performs just as well as the Legislature on preserving wards, splitting none. And the
CMS map performs nearly as well as the Legislature on preservation of municipalities, a metric that I give
less weight because I am informed that preservation of city and village lines is desirable but not mandatory
under applicable law. Ultimately, based on my review and analysis of these preservation metrics, and my
understanding of applicable law, I conclude that the CMS performs best on the preservation criterion.

The five largest counties split by each plan that are not split in the CMS plan are Winnebago, Kenosha,
La Crosse, Dodge, and Portage for Bewley; Winnebago, Kenosha, St. Croix, Dodge, and Chippewa for

8Although this provision applies to Assembly districts, those Assembly districts must be nested into Senate districts, which
has the practical effect of extending the requirement from Assembly to Senate districts.

9For the same reason, I expect that parties able to drive population deviation closer to exactness will perform worse on
metrics that concern respect for municipalities. I address the inclusion of municipalities below.
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Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621 WI-ENACTED
Split Wards 161 (0) 65 0 179 132 0 0
Ward Pieces 326 (0) 130 0 362 271 0 0

Pop Split Wards 165 (0) 65 0 183 139 0 0
Split Counties 48 42 28 45 42 42 46
County Pieces 138 128 86 136 116 115 130

Pop Split Counties 48 42 27 45 42 42 46
Pop Split County Pieces 77 73 45 78 61 60 71

Split Muni 67 (52) 73 31 117 109 28 84
Muni Pieces 146 157 69 252 234 62 180

Pop Split Munis 67 73 31 117 109 28 84
Pop Split Muni Pieces 75 80 34 131 121 30 92

Table 8: Political boundary preservation in proposed Senate maps.

BLOC; Winnebago, Kenosha, St. Croix, Dodge, and Portage for the Governor; Winnebago, Kenosha, La
Crosse, Dodge, and Portage for Hunter; and Winnebago, Kenosha, La Crosse, St. Croix, and Dodge for the
Legislature.

The five largest municipalities split by each plan that are not split in the CMS proposal are Racine,
West Allis, Beloit, Menomonee Falls, and Middleton for the Bewley proposal; Kenosha, Racine, Oshkosh,
Wesst Allis, and Sheboygan for the BLOC proposal; Kenosha, Racine, West Allis, Beloit, and Menomonee
Falls for the Governor’s proposal; Kenosha, Racine, West Allis, Menononee Falls, and Manitowoc for the
Hunter proposal; and Racine, West Allis, Beloit, Waterford, and Tomah for the Legislature’s proposal.

V.C.4 Compactness

Although it bears repeating that minimizing population deviation is the first and most critical concern
in redistricting, I am instructed that the Wisconsin Constitution requires that plans create legislatively
districts “in as compact form as practicable.” Wis. Const. art. IV, § 4. As a result, and as with respect
for political boundaries, I consider this criterion before evaluating how the parties’ plans also perform on
metrics of least change. The results of my analysis are reported in Table 9. Although I am not aware of
any quantitative threshold that should be applied in evaluating how parties perform on these continuous-
valued metrics, the requirement to make districts in “as compact form as practicable” suggests parties should
attempt to maximize the compactness of districts, subject to the constraints created by other redistricting
requirements.

In evaluating alternatives to the CMS plan, I determine that the Hunter plan performs better than
other plans on metrics of compactness, as it is the only plan to increase the prevailing mean Polsby-Popper
and convex hull ratio scores, and also performs best on cut edges. However, as Table 9 illustrates, the CMS
map performs very competitively on measures of compactness, achieving the best mean Reock score and
placing second to the Hunter plan on mean Polsby-Popper, mean Convex-Hull, and cut edges. Significantly,
the CMS achieves this performance while splitting significantly fewer political boundaries than the Hunter
plan. I say this is significant because superior compliance with the requirement to respect county, town, and
ward boundaries necessarily constrains the ability to improve compactness. Despite the constraints imposed
by its superior compliance on another redistricting requirement, the CMS plan manages to achieve districts
that are nearly as or as compact as those in the Hunter plan.10

10Of course, the CMS plan also performs better on mean metrics of compactness than every alternative to the Hunter plan,
including the only other plan that is competitive on metrics of preservation: the Legislature’s.
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Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621 WI-ENACTED
Min Polsby-Popper 0.078 0.067 0.071 0.053 0.085 0.048 0.053

Mean Polsby-Popper 0.213 0.197 0.260 0.217 0.268 0.224 0.230
Min Reock 0.137 0.127 0.140 0.135 0.141 0.133 0.128

Mean Reock 0.401 0.395 0.402 0.392 0.397 0.395 0.402
Min Convex Hull Ratio 0.492 0.486 0.508 0.480 0.470 0.466 0.483

Mean Convex Hull Ratio 0.717 0.695 0.735 0.710 0.739 0.710 0.723
Cut Edges 10688 11776 9754 11147 9565 10785 10928

Table 9: Compactness in proposed Senate maps.

V.C.5 Least Change

Legislative plans must comply with federal and state constitutional requirements, including require-
ments concerning population deviation, compliance with the VRA, respect for county, town, and ward lines,
and maximizing compactness (to the extent practicable). My analysis of metrics relevant to each require-
ment—including metrics that illustrate whether plans approximate population balance as closely as possible,
contain a sufficient number of districts that can elect minority candidates of choice, respect counties and
wards, and maximize compactness to the extent practicable—demonstrates that the alternatives to the CMS
plan fall short. Nevertheless, I have been asked to evaluate how the parties’ plans perform on metrics of
least change. The results of that evaluation are reported in Table 10.

In evaluating performance on these measures of least change, it is important to remember the magnitude
of reapportionment required to approximate population balance as closely as possible, and to consider the
effect that compliance with requirements concerning the integrity of counties, towns, and wards, as well as
compactness, have on the ability to minimize change. Because of the requirements applicable to legislative
redistricting in Wisconsin, I expect that parties will need to tolerate more change in order to “conform
the existing districts to constitutional and statutory requirements.” Order ¶8. Moreover, the smaller size
of Senate districts make them more sensitive to local population shifts, including those made to preserve
political boundaries.

Among alternatives to the CMS map, the Legislature’s plan prevails on core population retention, with
the Governor’s plan prevailing on core area retention, buffer distance, and preserved internal edges. While
the CMS plan does not perform as well as others on the core retention metrics or buffer distance, it performs
well on metrics of county and district overlap and preserved internal edges. Moreover, the CMS plan’s
performance on least change is not surprising, given that it performs best on the requirement to balance
population, best on the requirement to preserve county, town, and ward boundaries, and nearly best on the
requirement to maximize compactness to the extent practicable. In this respect, the metrics of least change
reflect the trade-offs necessarily made in pursuit of constitutional and statutory requirements.

Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621
Core Population Moved 576321 610568 1513824 461228 1128878 459061

Percent Population Moved 9.8 (9.5) 10.4 25.7 7.8 19.2 7.8
Percent Area Moved 9.8 6.1 29.1 5.0 14.0 7.1

Average Buffer Distance 6.7 6.2 17.0 5.4 8.5 6.5
County Overlap 33 33 33 33 33 33
District Overlap 33 33 33 33 33 33

Preserved Internal Edges 476575 476621 477230 477745 476482 477558

Table 10: Least change metrics of proposed Senate maps
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V.C.6 Delayed Voting in Senate Elections

Counsel also asked that I evaluate the extent to which proposed maps result in delayed voting for
senators. The result of my analysis is reported below, in Table 11.

Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621
Odd to Even Population 137084 177698 422492 139677 240593 138753

Percent 2.3 3 7.2 2.4 4.1 2.4

Table 11: Count of individuals with a six-year delay in Senate votes.

V.C.7 State Senate Summary

Among alternatives to the CMS plan, there is significant variance in performance across metrics related to
constitutional and statutory requirements, and on metrics of least change. Having analyzed the performance
of each plan across metrics related to constitutional and statutory requirements, I conclude that the plans
fall short of the CMS plan, which necessarily makes modifications to district boundaries to achieve lower
population deviation, fewer county splits, and better mean Reock scores than any other plan, while also
performing as well as other plans on metrics related to VRA compliance and the preservation of wards,
and performing better than nearly all maps on several important measures of compactness, including mean
Polsby-Popper, mean Convex Hull, and cut edges.

V.D State Assembly
I conclude by analyzing the five alternatives to the CMS Assembly map, again based on the metrics

and principles set out in Part IV of my report.

V.D.1 Population Deviation

As with respect to Senate districts, and consistent with the requirements that plans approximate ex-
actness as closely as possible, I expect that parties will aim to minimize top-to-bottom population deviation
from the ideal district size. In Table 12, I report the population deviation values for the proposed and current
plan. The results are similar to those obtained for Senate districts and support three conclusions. First,
the malapportionment of the current plan is significant and illustrates the magnitude of reapportionment
required. Second, population deviation can be driven down well below levels achieved by the Bewley, BLOC,
Governor, and Hunter plans. Finally, the Legislature and CMS plans again achieve the tightest balance,
with the CMS plan obtaining even more “remarkable” proximity to exactness.

Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621 WI-ENACTED
Maximum Deviation 547 392 220 584 530 231 12183

Maximum Deviation (%) 0.92 0.659 0.37 0.982 0.891 0.389 20.465
Minimum Deviation -557 -392 -218 -537 -553 -221 -6905

Minimum Deviation (%) -0.935 -0.658 -0.365 -0.901 -0.928 -0.37 -11.598
Min to Max 1104 784 438 1121 1083 452 19088

Min to Max (%) 1.854 1.317 0.736 1.883 1.819 0.759 32.063

Table 12: Population deviations for proposed Assembly maps

V.D.2 Voting Rights Act

There is a little more of interest with respect to the VRA at the level of Assembly districts. Several of
the proposals are able to construct an additional effective opportunity district compared to the 2011 plan,
although as with the Senate districts there is some variance between the formulations. In particular, the
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BLOC plaintiffs construct 7 majority BVAP districts, while the CMS map contains 7 effective districts at
a wider range of BVAP percentages. With respect to HVAP the proposals are consistent, providing two
majority HVAP districts.

Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621 WI-ENACTED
BVAP Opportunity 6 7 7 7 7 6 6
HVAP Opportunity 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Table 13: VRA performance for proposed Assembly maps

V.D.3 Political Boundaries

As with respect to Senate districts, and consistent with the requirement that plans respect counties,
towns, and wards when reapportioning legislative districts, I view plans favorably if they minimize the
number of splits. And as with respect to Senate districts, the proposals demonstrate that it is possible to
navigate the tension between minimizing population deviation and respect for political boundaries.

Table 14 demonstrates that, among alternatives to the CMS plan, there is no clear winner on preserva-
tion of political boundaries. However, I conclude that the CMS plan outperforms each alternative plan. Like
the Legislature and Bewley plans, the CMS plan preserves every single ward. And, importantly, the CMS
plan splits the fewest number of counties into the fewest pieces Although the CMS map splits more munic-
ipalities into more pieces than does the Legislature, I weight those splits less than county splits, because I
am informed that preservation of city and village lines is desirable but not mandatory under applicable law.

Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621 WI-ENACTED
Split Wards 285 (0) 94 0 258 257 0 0
Ward Pieces 583 (0) 190 0 529 527 0 0

Pop Split Ward Pieces 298 (0) 96 0 271 270 0 0
Split Counties 55 53 40 53 50 53 58
County Pieces 229 226 175 229 194 212 229

Pop Split Counties 54 52 33 52 48 51 57
Pop Split County Pieces 109 108 70 111 79 94 106

Split Munis 99 (79) 104 70 175 181 48 126
Muni Pieces 250 254 176 415 421 125 296

Pop Split Munis 97 101 66 174 180 45 125
Pop Split Muni Pieces 129 128 84 218 218 55 148

Table 14: Political boundary preservation in proposed Assembly maps

V.D.4 Compactness

As with respect to Senate districts, and consistent with the Wisconsin constitutional requirement that
parties create Assembly districts “in as compact form as practicable,” I expect that plans will attempt to
maximize the compactness of districts, subject to the constraints created by other districting requirements.
Among alternatives to the CMS plan, the Hunter plan performs best on all mean measures of performance and
cut edges. The CMS plan performs competitively on these measures, placing second to the Hunter plan on
each one, and accomplishing this notwithstanding materially greater respect for counties, municipalities, and
wards. Particularly given that the required pursuit of compactness is subject to a practicability requirement,
and that respect for political subdivisions necessarily trades off against the flexibility need to maximize
compactness, I conclude that the CMS plans perform very well on this measure.
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Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621 WI-ENACTED
Min Polsby-Popper 0.065 0.043 0.062 0.056 0.086 0.050 0.048

Mean Polsby-Popper 0.253 0.227 0.282 0.251 0.340 0.243 0.260
Min Reock 0.148 0.136 0.148 0.147 0.136 0.148 0.147

Mean Reock 0.405 0.374 0.406 0.397 0.442 0.379 0.390
Min Convex Hull Ratio 0.473 0.351 0.473 0.475 0.449 0.291 0.418

Mean Convex Hull Ratio 0.734 0.698 0.736 0.720 0.783 0.717 0.732
Cut Edges 18420 20096 17781 18441 15353 19196 18994

Table 15: Compactness metrics for proposed Assembly maps

V.D.5 Least Change

As with respect to Senate districts, it bears repeating that Assembly districts must comply with federal
and state constitutional requirements, including requirements concerning population deviation, compliance
with the VRA, respect for counties, towns, and wards, and maximizing compactness (to the extent practi-
cable). My analysis of metrics relevant to each requirement demonstrates that the alterna-tives to the CMS
plan fall short. Nevertheless, I have been asked to evaluate how the parties’ plans perform on metrics of
least change.

The results of that evaluation are reported in Table 16, and I again note that in evaluating performance
on these measures of least change, it is important to remember the magnitude of the reapportionment
required to approximate population balance as closely as possible, and to consider the effect of compliance
with other constitutional and statutory requirements. Under the circumstances, and given that Assembly
districts are particularly sensitive to local population shifts, it is not surprising that the CMS plan does not
perform as well as others on the reported metrics. The results provide further evidence that metrics of least
change reflect trade-offs necessarily made in pursuing constitutional and statutory requirements.

Plan Name BEWLEY BLOC CMS GOV HUNTER SB621
Core Population Moved 984336 939513 2299625 837659 1586059 933604

Population Percent Moved 16.7 (16.2) 15.9 39.0 14.2 26.9 15.8
Area Percent Moved 16.8 9.6 38.5 11.3 18.2 16.5

Average Buffer Distance 5.4 4.9 13.0 4.8 6.0 6.0
County Overlap 99 99 93 99 99 99
District Overlap 98 99 85 99 99 99

Preserved Internal Edges 465157 466205 465050 467562 466597 466249

Table 16: Least change analysis for proposed Assembly maps

V.D.6 Assembly Summary

Among alternatives to the CMS plan, I again find considerable variance in performance across metrics related
to constitutional and statutory requirements, and on metrics of least change. Based on my analysis of each
plan across metrics related to those constitutional and statutory requirements, I conclude that the plans
again fall short of the CMS plan, which necessarily makes modifications to district boundaries to achieve
the lowest population deviation, the fewest county splits, and the second best score on critical measures of
compactness, including mean Reock, mean Polsby-Popper, mean Convex Hull, and cut edges. The CMS
plan accomplishes all of that without splitting a single ward, and while performing effectively on metrics
related to VRA compliance.
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I declare under penalty of perjury of the United States that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of 

my knowledge and understanding. 

Dated: December 30, 2021 ________________________ 

Daryl R. Deford
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this report.

B.i Data
The primary data sources and document repositories for the analysis in this report are publicly available,
including the underlying geospatial data. I made use of data and documents from the following sources:

• Wisconsin-specific geospatial data and annotations (https://legis.wisconsin.gov/ltsb/gis/data/)

• Geospatial and population data from the US Census (https://www.census.gov/geographies/mapping-
files/time-series/geo/tiger-line-file.html)

• Filings in this case (https://www.wicourts.gov/courts/supreme/origact/2021ap1450.htm)

– Briefs, reports, maps, and expert materials submitted by the parties on December 15, 2021 in-
cluding material produced by parties pursuant to agreement on discovery

– Supreme Court’s November 30 order

• Election and CVAP data prepared by counsel that I merged with the LTSB Ward data

B.ii Computational Libraries
The bulk of the computational work for this report was carried out using standard libraries of the Python
programming language. I also used the following more specialized packages for specific computational tasks.

• [MAUP] github.com/mggg/maup

• [Gerrychain] github.com/mggg/gerrychain

• [Geocompactness] github.com/leehach/geocompactness

22

Data and Materials 
This appendix describes the data and materials that I relied on while performing this analysis and crafting 
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